Introduction
The emerging field of the nanofluidics allows unprecedented possibility to manipulate transport of ions and biomolecules. Especially around the length scale of 10 1 -10 2 nm, where a transition from single molecules to bulk phase takes place, there are several new phenomena observed, which offer unique opportunities to study chemical operations such as concentration and ion selection. [1, 2] The nanoscale channel size combined with the surface charge enables a size-and charge-based separation of biomolecules and ions. A common device platform for the study of nanofluidics is a two-microchannel system connected by an array of nanochannels as a nanoscale junction. [3] [4] [5] As for the choice of materials, the most commonly used materials are silicon and glass due to their well-developed fabrication technique and the stiffness of the materials allowing channels down to a few tens of nanometers without collapsing; [6] however, fabrication of nanochannels in silicon and glass using photolithography and wet etching is costly and timeconsuming. [7] [8] [9] Alternatively, less expensive material such as poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) is gaining more popularity in nanofluidics. It offers several advantages over silicon and glass in terms of fabrication such as moldability for easy, rapid replication and convenient bonding. However, due to the flexibility of the material with a Young's modulus of 360-870 KPa, nanochannels in such soft substrate are prone to collapse and deform. As an alternative to the soft lithography route, several non-lithographic methods have also been developed to fabricate nanochannels directly in PDMS without casting against molds with nanopatterns. In the first method, plasma-oxidized PDMS was stretched to produce cracks with mean depth of 78 nm. [10] The size of these cracks, and therefore that of the nanochannels can be reversibly altered by applying pressure. However, precise control of the nanochannel size by applying pressure remains a challenge considering the variability of the PDMS layer thickness and stiffness. In a later study, PDMS was stretched under oxygen plasma to form wrinkles whose amplitude and wavelength could be controlled by exposure time andstrain. [11] A channel collapse method allows more complex geometry for nanochannels with dimensions as low as 60 nm. [12] Even though these non-lithographic approaches allow fabricating nanochannels below 100 nm depth, all these approaches are still limited in the controllability of nanochannel sizes, as well as in the ability to perform surface functionalization of the nanochannels of the device both of which are critically important in most nanofluidic devices.Previously, colloidal crystal self-assembly induced by evaporation, [13] [14] [15] electrocapillary forces, [16, 17] and centrifugal force [18] has been reported for microfluidic devices.
To create a nanofluidic junction between two microchannels in a controlled way with a facile surface functionalization, we have deployed a self-assembly process of colloidal silica beads in a microchannel driven by evaporation. Colloidal crystals have received attention for applications in photonics, yet they hold promise as nanoporous membranes as well. Colloidal crystal growth is induced by evaporation and the resulting close-packed structure has pores with diameters ∼15% of the colloidal particle diameter. [13] In addition to the pore size controllability, it has been demonstrated that surface properties of colloidal particles can easily be modified via layer-by-layer self-assembly of polyelectrolytes. [19] Once selfassembled in the microchannel, the size of the colloidal particles coated with polyelectrolytes, and therefore the size of the pores, could be further tuned by temperature, [20] pH, [21, 22] and ionic strength. [21] Recent biological applications of colloidal silica to microfluidics are electrochromatography, [23] biosensors, [24] and separation of proteins and DNA. [13, 25] In order to demonstrate a proof of concept for our approach, we built an electrokinetic preconcentration device in PDMS (detailed fabrication and assembly in supplementary information) that requires a nanoporous cation-selective membrane as a junction between two microfluidic channels.
Results and discussion

Colloidal self-assembly
Electrokinetic trapping uses ion-selective membranes to create a depletion region which traps charged molecules when coupled with a tangential electrokinetic flow inside a microfluidic channel, allowing them to become concentrated. Generally, such devices require nanoscale features in the membrane on the order of the EDL (electrical double layer) thickness, which cannot be reproduced reliably using PDMS/soft lithography. Instead, microfluidic devices with silicon nanochannels have been used to initiate ion depletion and preconcentration. [4] A photographic image of such a concentration device in PDMS is shown in Figure 1a .The sample delivery channel in the middle is connected to the buffer solution channel on each side via a 50μm wide colloidal bead delivery channel (Figure 1b) . It is used for filling the silica bead suspension and thus creating a nanoporous junction between the sample and the buffer channel (Figure 1c ).
To trap the colloidal particles in the delivery channel while maintaining a fluidic connection between the sample and buffer channel, an array of lithographically patterned nanochannels with a depth of 700 nm and a width of 2 μm was used on both sides of the filling channel ( Figure 1c , view A, see the fabrication method in Experimental section). The aspect ratio of width to depth was below the limit of 10:1. Using the capillary force inside the temporarily hydrophilic microchannel immediately after plasma bonding, the silica bead suspension was flown into the 10 μm deep delivery channel and the suspended beads got trapped at the end of the delivery channel where the reservoir hole interfaces with the microchannel. The lithographically patterned nanochannels prevented the particles from entering into the sample or side buffer channels. The airliquid meniscus is pinned at the entrance of the nanochannel and the surface tension required to prevent bead suspension from passing through the nanochannel can be estimated as follows: [26] (1)
Where γ is the surface tension between gas and water (∼72 mN/m), θ is the contact angle (46° for plasma-treated PDMS surface for 100 s), [27] d is the diameter of a circular cross section (in our case we assumed a hydraulic diameter D H =2wh/(w+h)=2 × 2 μm × 700 nm/(2 μm + 700 nm) = 1.037 μm for each rectangular cross sectional nanochannel with a width w and height h).
As a result, the continuously supplied silica beads selfassemble to form a homogeneous nanostructure inside the bead delivery channels. With the help of these traps, we could trap silica beads from a diameter of 900 nm down to 300 nm, as shown in Figure 1c , view A. A topographical characterization of the traps before plasma bonding to a glass substrate can be found in Figure S3 of supporting information. Since the pore size of the 300, 500 and 900 nm silica bead assembly was estimated to be ∼60, 90 and 170 nm respectively (∼18% of the particle diameter, Figure S4 , in SI), approximately in the range of the electrical double layer thickness, an overlapped EDL was expected to induce an ion selectivity of the silica colloidal membrane.
Electrokinetic preconcentration
To validate the ion-selectivity of the silica bead assembly, we applied potential difference across the 300 nm colloidal membrane and observed an ion depletion region near the nanofluidic junction, as the time-lapse images show in Figure 2 . This ICP (ion concentration polarization) phenomenon is characteristic for the cation-selective membranes due to a preferred transport of the cations through the cation-selective membrane. The fact that we observed a formation of the ion depletion region implied that the pore size of the silica bead array was on the order of EDL thickness. The thickness of the electrical double layer is approximately that of the Debye screening length λ D: (2) (ε: dielectric constant of water, ε 0: permittivity of vacuum, k B : Boltzman constant, T: absolute temperature, n bulk :bulk ion concentration (M), z: valency of the ions, e: charge of an electron).
Under most actual ionic conditions, λ D is between 1 and 10 nm. Previously, we observed a similar result with the lithographically patterned nanochannels with a channel depth of 40 nm in a silicon microchip. [4] The electrokinetic preconcentration system described here allowed rapid concentration of biomolecules. 10 nM Cy5 tagged DNA (CAA CCG ATG CCA CAT CAT TAG CTA C) in 1 mM PB (phosphate buffer) was used for preconcentration. For 300 nm and 500 nm silica beads, 30 V (20.66 V.cm -1 , the distance between two electrodes was 1.45 cm) was applied across the sample channel to initiate ion depletion region formation. By applying an electroosmotic flow in the tangential direction with a voltage difference of V 2 -V 1 =1 V (0.69 V.cm -1 ) for 300 nm silica beads and V 2 -V 1 =5 V (3.44 V.cm -1 ) for 500 nm silica beads, we could increase the concentration of the DNA sample by ∼1700 folds in 15 minutes (Figure 3a , b, VideoS1 in SI). As shown in Figure 3b , 500 nm beads allowed more robust concentration performance across devices than 300 nm beads. The plug was initiated near the colloidal nanofluidic junctions and was stable even after 15 minutes.
To study the effect of surface functionalization on the charge selectivity of the pores and thus on the concentration performance, we used 500 nm silica amine particles coated with a single layer of PSS and 500 nm silica carboxyl particles coated with a layer of PAH and PSS ( Figure 3 c and d) . Although lower voltages (8 V (5.51 V.cm -1 ) and 10 V (6.89 V.cm -1 ) for silica amine/PSS and silica carboxyl/PAH/PSS beads respectively) were applied to initiate ion depletion region, the concentration factor achieved was not higher than that of bare silica beads. The amine/PSS-coated beads showed ∼200-fold increase in DNA concentration at a voltage difference of 1 V after 15 minutes (Figure 3c ) and the carboxyl/PAH/PSS bead membrane showed a 1000-fold increase at a voltage difference of 2 V (1.38 V.cm -1 ) after 15 minutes (Figure 3d) .In both cases, the concentration data showed a significant standard deviation between devices which seems to suggest that an adjustment of the device layout is necessary depending on the increased amount of zeta potential through surface functionalization. Applying higher voltage (30V) to initiate ICP led to an increase in the concentration of DNA plug but it also made the plug unstable (Video S2 in SI). V 1 had to be continuously tuned to keep the plug near the membrane. This phenomenon can be attributed to strong ion depletion region formation caused by higher surface charge of the polyelectrolyte-coated beads which repelled the concentration plug farther away from the membrane junction and resulted in less stable concentration behavior. Also, the bead delivery channel parallel to the sample channel acted as a long membrane (∼1 mm), often creating multiple ion depletion regions in the sample channel due to insufficient thickness of the PDMS wall of 25 μm between the bead delivery and the sample channel (Video S3 in SI). This can be overcome in future by reducing the width as well as the length of the bead delivery channel so that the colloidal membrane forms only a narrowly confined nanofluidic junction between the sample and buffer channel, preferably at ∼100 μm.
In addition to DNA, 4 μg mL -1 of fluorescent protein BPE (B-Phycoerythrin, Figure S5 , in SI) in 1 mM PBS (phosphate buffered saline) was also used to validate the system. Using the ion-selective colloidal membrane, we could increase the concentration of BPE by ∼100 times within 5 minutes.
Conclusions
We have applied a simple self-assembly technique to create a sub-50nm nanofluidic junction between two microchannels in PDMS. Even though PDMS offers several key advantages such as easy moldability and simple bonding technique, it is very challenging to fabricate sub-50nm junction in PDMS due to the softness of the material. However, by using the selfassembly process of the colloidal silica beads, we were able to create a sub-50 nm nanofluidic junction in a PDMS microchannel. Using the self-assembled colloidal silica membrane with an estimated pore size of ∼45nm, we could demonstrate an ion concentration polarization near the nanofluidic junction and concentrate a DNA sample by ∼1700 times and protein sample by ∼100 times. With this approach, we can easily adjust the pore size for ionic and molecular transport through the membranes imply by varying the bead size. Compared to the silicon-based nanochannels, the major advantage of the selfassembled colloidal membrane is the possibility of performing the surface functionalization completely outside the sealed microfluidic device in a separate vial. We believe that this approach opens up a possibility to fabricate a micro/nanofluidic platform rapidly with easily tunable pore sizes either by controlling the bead size, ionic strength or the pH value of the buffer solution for the study of ionic and molecular transport in 10-100 nm regime.
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material. Microfluidic concentrator in PDMS with integrated sub-50 nm nanofluidic junctions, a) photo of the concentrator device. b) Schematic of the micro-nanofluidic device with a bead delivery channel between the main and buffer channel. The voltage is applied across the nanoporous membrane between the sample channel and the buffer channels. c) Micrograph of the device with a colloidal particle assembly inside the upper and lower bead delivery channels. View A: SEM of self-assembled 300 nm silica colloidal particles trapped with the nanotrap arrays between the sample and buffer channel (for higher magnification picture see Figure S1 in SI). Time-lapse micrographs show the formation of an ion depletion region near the nanofluidic colloidal junctions in the channel filled with DNA (initial concentration of 10 nM). The ion depletion region was initiated at t=10 s and a concentrated DNA plug was generated at V 2 = 30V and V 1 = 25V across the sample channel while the buffer channels were grounded. The dotted lines have been used to highlight the channels walls. A concentration factor of ∼1700 folds was achieved within 15 minutes using 300 nm colliodal membrane. 
